SPACE & ATTACK
OFFENSE
By: Taylor Jannsen
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Introduction
The game of basketball is played in chaos. It’s a series of events that are often random
and unpredictable. As a coach, we can try to control the chaos that will ensue
throughout a game or we can embrace it. We can’t make the plays or the decisions for
our players. What we can do, however, is equip them with skills, teach them reads, and
empower them to make decisions within the framework of an offense, so when chaos
does ensue, they can thrive in those moments. When players learn to make decisions
as opposed to memorize patterns, an offense not only becomes unpredictable, but also
hard to guard. Every action the defense performs, the offense has a counter. As a team,
we embrace the uncertainty and ever-changing conditions that are always present in a
basketball game.
States of Offensive Basketball
There are three states of offensive basketball: advantage, neutral, and disadvantage.
Our offensive objective is to get to an advantage state and use the advantage to score.
An advantage occurs when the defense is in a scramble, rotation, or out of position.
Examples could include a switch that leads to a mismatch, a closeout situation, or
having a numbers advantage in transition. A neutral state occurs when the defense is
matched up, in position, and set. We like to say that their defensive “shell” is intact. A
disadvantage occurs when the ball is being trapped.
When the offense has an advantage, players make decisive passes or drives until a
high value shot has been created. When the offense is neutral, they use an action to
create an advantage. The five basic actions are dribble penetration, dribble-at, post
entry, off-ball screen, and on-ball screen. When the offense is at a disadvantage, they
find the open player to move toward an advantage state.
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Teaching Philosophy
We prefer to teach through a games-approach. In a games-approach we create
conditions related to a game and use constraints to guide and shape learning. We
maximize the amount of repetitions that players are exposed to in a live game context
by using small-sided games and modified full-court games. Controlled scrimmages are
used to best replicate the environment the game is played in. When we use “on-air”
drills (no defense), we use them to introduce or reinforce technical habits and
movements.
Implementing an Offense
As coaches, embracing chaos and teaching players to thrive in it is a never-ending
process. However, having a general guideline on how to attack that process can be
helpful in implementing an offense.
Step 1: Identify general spacing concepts, primary actions, and pace of play.
Once we have these established, we can start to create practice plans that will help our
players learn and progress within the basic framework of what we’re doing.
Step 2: Identify core skills that will be important for players to have in your
offense.
Player development is crucial to any offense. Within our practices and player
development sessions we need place our greatest emphasis on the skills most
prevalent in our offense.
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Step 3: Teach players how to play.
This step begins the teaching process. We always start by teaching players how we
want to play when we’ve created an advantage. Once players know how to play when
we have an advantage, we begin to work on the actions and the coinciding reads to
create the advantage against a neutral defense. When introducing offensive actions in
the framework of the offense, we do not use 5 v 0, we try to always give context to the
action by using defense.
Step 4: Add complexity
Once players understand HOW to play- meaning they are making decisions based on
what the defense is doing- we want to add complexity. We now move into 5 v 5
situations that fully mimic the environment in which a game is played in.
Step 5: Repeat & continue the process.
The process continues. Within our practices, we identify key areas of weakness. We
design and implement drills and constraints to improve upon those problems. We ask
questions to nudge players toward their own self-discoveries. Through our gamesapproach to practice we create an environment in which they are constantly being
exposed to new problems and having to making decisions in order to solve them.
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SPACE & ATTACK

• The basic movements and actions within Space & Attack are designed to give players
space to create an advantage through dribble penetration as well as play through an
advantageous matchup in the post.

• We use gap-creating cuts to initiate the action within the offense. It’s crucial that our
players have the ability to attack the rim and make decisions. At youth levels, we like
this offense because it forces players to make plays off the dribble and gives them a
foundation for understanding spacing within an offense.

• At older levels, in addition to Space & Attack, we also like to have a complementary
offense to go with it to provide a different look to the defense. The Center Offense is a
great option, which we go through at the end of this booklet. In some cases, we will
also have set plays that can flow right into Space & Attack if we don’t create an
advantage out of it.

• Key foundations within Space & Attack include:
• Player Development: If each player on the floor has the ability to make shots,
pass, and handle, the defense must treat each player as a threat to score, thus
creating spacing and small advantages all over the court. We also talk about and
emphasize being a “joy to play with” frequently. A question we want our players to
ask themselves is: “Do other players on the team enjoy playing with me?”

• Space: Having players that are skilled, decisive, and spaced will force tough,
“no-win” decisions from the defense. When spacing is lost, the defense is able to
guard two people with one defender. A phrase we use often is, “When in doubt,
space out!”
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• Pace: We love up-tempo, transition basketball, but that doesn’t mean a team that
plays with pace is loose with the ball or takes the first available shot each time
down the floor. Pace means that we probe for a great shot early in the
possession, but If we are unable to find that, we continue to play with pace by
executing movements at a tempo that never allows the defense to relax.

• Flow: The connection of an offensive possession. Flow is our players’ ability to
play without resets or frequent coach interference. Each segment within our
offense can seamlessly transition into the next without stoppages.
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SECTION 1: OFFENSIVE FRAMEWORK
Terminology & Court Spacing:

• We use a 4-out 1-in Alignment (Diagram 1) as our base. The player on the interior
can be ball-side post or opposite post. Depending on our team, we will also give the
interior player freedom to exit out to the perimeter on penetration as well, which we
show later in this book.

• The Terminology (Diagram 2) we use for spots on the floor are: corner, wing, slot,
top, nail, post, & opposite post.

Diagram 1: 4-Out 1-In Alignment

Diagram 2: Terminology

• Two words we emphasize a lot with our players in terms of spacing are high (one full
step behind the 3-point line) and wide (stretched toward the sideline). When in doubt,
we space out, which to our players means get higher and wider.
Primary Break:

• We want to play with pace; our primary break is the initiator of that pace and
ultimately, of our offense. The goal of the primary break is to get a layup, a rhythm 3,
or a paint touch as early as possible in the possession.
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• We have four specific keys to starting our primary break:
• Sprint the Floor: We emphasize the first three steps taken by each player on a
change of possession to be a sprint to space.

• Wings get Wide: Our wings are ideally (won’t always happen) opposite of each
other and hugging the sideline to maximize spacing.

• Catch Outlets Butt to the Sideline: We want to receive outlet passes with our
butt to the sideline as high as possible- this is on both made and missed shots.
Having our butt to the sideline allows vision for the ball handler. By catching
outlets as high as possible, we shorten the advance pass ahead. If the outlet is
being denied or choked off we teach a “Banana Cut” (Diagram 3) to receive the
pass w/ momentum going up the opposite side of the floor.
Diagram 3: Banana Cut

• Pitch it Ahead: If we have an open player ahead of us, we want to advance the
basketball with the pass.

• On a miss, we don’t have a designated point guard. With very few exceptions, the
rebounder secures possession and becomes the initiator of our break. We tell our
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players that possession comes first, then their eyes are going up the floor looking to
pitch ahead and attack.

• On a make, we have a designated point guard to eliminate confusion and get the
other players up the floor and into space as quickly as possible. Closest perimeter
player takes the ball out. We prefer our interior player not to take the ball out.

• Our primary break spacing follows a 41 (Diagram 4) alignment. Player 5’s first option
is to run the rim. Their second option is to trail and set a ball screen in transition or fill
into the top of the key for a 5-out alignment. We look to get our wings to the deep
corners and one other player to fill into the slot or wing opposite the ball.

• At times, we may have two wings run up the same side of the floor. If the ball is on
that side, we send the lowest man through; if the ball is opposite, the ball handler
brings it to the empty side of the floor (if no pitch ahead is available opposite) and a
trail player flows to the the ball-side slot or top of the key. We call this an Empty
(Diagram 5) alignment.
Diagram 4: 41

Diagram 5: Empty
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• A key point for coaches to remember is that we may not always have a “perfect”
alignment and against good defensive teams we won’t get a ton of scoring
opportunities out of the primary break, but continued emphasis on getting to space as
quickly as possible will allow seamless flow into a secondary break or into our motion.
Secondary Action:

• If we don’t have a primary break option, we can flow into secondary action. Two
actions we talk about when the ball handler doesn’t have a pass ahead are Drag &
Flip.

• We call a ball screen in transition “Drag” (Diagram 6A). The screener is usually a
trailing player who can look to roll or pop based on player strengths and coach
preference.

• If there is a player inside as the Drag occurs and the screener rolls, the interior player
fills the corner closest to them (Diagram 6B: Drag).

• A Flip (Diagram 7) is a dribble pitch designed to get our trailing player a full head of
steam going downhill to the basket.
Diagram 6A: Drag

Diagram 6B: Drag

Diagram 7: Flip

• On any pass entry after crossing half-court, we flow into our motion principles. The
defense never gets time to get their “shell” intact; we are constantly on the attack.
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Motion Concepts & Diagrams:

• Slot to Slot Pass= Slice Cut (Diagram 8), Shallow Cut (Diagram 9)
• On both cuts, Player 4 has a Triple Gap (Diagram 10) to their right. Player 3
drives to score. If they draw two defenders, they read the help and find their
open teammate. On the kick-out, we are now attacking closeouts and playing off
our advantage.
Diagram 8: Slice Cut

Diagram 9: Shallow Cut

Diagram 10: Triple Gap

• If we are unable to get downhill in the triple gap, an option we teach our players
is to Bounce-Out (Diagram 11). On the bounce-out, we trigger a Corner Lift
(Diagram 12) to keep the ball moving in the offense.

• Another option on the bounce-out or anytime the ball dies in the slot is to trigger
an action out of the Center Offense (Diagram 13). The concepts and actions
are available at the end of this booklet in our Center Offense section.
Diagram 11: Bounce-Out

Diagram 12: Corner Lift

Diagram 13: Center Oﬀense
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• The last cut we give our players on a slot to slot pass is an Exchange (Diagram
14).

• On an Exchange, we can look for Penetration Away (Diagram 15) from the cut
or we can lift the corner for a Wing Reversal (Diagram 16).
Diagram 14: Exchange

Diagram 15: Penetration Away

Diagram 16: Wing Reversal

• Slot to Wing Pass= Cut Through (Diagram 17)
• On the catch, the wing can penetrate to either side or move to the power position
for a reversal.

• If there is no immediate penetration on the catch, the next player closest to the
ball on the perimeter fills to the strong-side slot (Diagram 18: Slot Reversal).
Diagram 17: Cut Through

Diagram 18: Slot Reversal
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• Wing to Slot Pass= Hold Space (Diagram 19)
• By holding the space, we can look for a dribble penetration on the catch, a post
entry, or get a slot to slot reversal.

• If the slot to slot reversal is denied, we Slice Cut (Diagram 20) or Backdoor
and Replace (Diagram 21).
Diagram 19: Hold Space

Diagram 20: Slice Cut

Diagram 21: Backdoor & Replace

• For older, more advanced teams, we also like to teach a Backside Flare
(Diagram 22) as the ball is passed from the wing back to the slot.
Diagram 22: Backside Flare

• Dribble-At
• A Dribble-At triggers a Backdoor (Diagram 23) or a Flip (Diagram 24).
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Diagram 23: Backdoor

Diagram 24: Flip

• When we call “Empty” (Diagram 25) on a dribble-at to the wing, we clear the
ball-side for our post.

• Lastly, if a perimeter player has a match-up that we like, a dribble-at to the wing
can also trigger a Perimeter Post-Up (Diagram 26). On a Perimeter Post-Up,
the interior player comes straight up the lane-line outside of the three-point line.

Diagram 25: Empty

Diagram 26: Perimeter Post-Up

• Post Entry= Jet Cut (Diagram 27) or Post Split (Diagram 28)
• On a Jet Cut, the player who enters the ball cuts to the basket. Ideally, they read
where their defender is facing and cut toward the back of their body.
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• On a Post Split, the player who enters the ball into the post goes to screen away
for the person next to them on the perimeter. One person cuts to the basket, one
person fills a spot on the perimeter.

Diagram 27: Jet Cut

Diagram 28: Post Split
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SECTION 2: PRINCIPLES OF OFFENSIVE ACTION
• To effectively implement any offense, players need to know not only what actions to
use within the offense, but the principles involved within an action. Section 4:
Breakdown will go into greater detail on drills we use to teach the principles in this
section.
Dribble Penetration
• Gap Awareness: The best time for players to penetrate is when they have a
double gap or larger. The seven spots on the floor for us are corner, wing, slot, top,
slot, wing, corner. A double gap would be when there is one empty spot next to the
player w/ the ball.
• Penetration Reaction: When the basketball is penetrated, we have general
concepts and terms that we teach our players, but the key for us revolves around
moving to open windows while maintaining the integrity of our spacing. The
terminology we use for perimeter penetration reaction are: Fill, Hold, Circle,
Hammer, 45, & Backdoor.
• When a teammate penetrates away, players opposite of the ball Fill (Diagram
29) empty perimeter space.
Diagram 29: Fill
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• Circle (Diagram 30) is the term we use when a player one spot away from
dribble penetration is dribbled at. As a general rule of thumb, we want players
to hold their space in the corner until the ball-handler comes to a stop.
• If a defender “sells out” in the help and we see the back of their head, we go
Backdoor (Diagram 31).

Diagram 30: Circle

Diagram 31: Backdoor

• Hammer (Diagram 32) is a pass from baseline penetration to the opposite
corner.

• “45” (Diagram 33) is a pass from baseline penetration to the wing area. This is
also a great place to cut to the basket when dribble penetration is occurring.
Diagram 32: Hammer

Diagram 33: “45”
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• The terminology we use for post penetration reaction is Relocate and T-Up.
• The post will Relocate (Diagram 34) to the opposite block on any penetration
that comes at them. They relocate when the ball is free-throw line extended or
below.

• T-Up (Diagram 35) is our term for shaping to the middle of the paint on any
baseline penetration.
Diagram 34: Relocate

Diagram 35: T-Up

• Exit Cut: When a player penetrates to the basket and passes the ball out to a
teammate on the perimeter, the passer must Exit Cut (Diagram 36A) back to
space on the perimeter. Post Exit (Diagram 36B) is a term we use for the
interior player who exits from the post to the perimeter on a teammate’s
penetration.
Diagram 36A: Exit Cut

Diagram 36B: Post Exit
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Dribble-At

• Flip: The ball handler will dribble at a teammate on the perimeter and read their
teammate’s defender is showing flat help (butt to the baseline) and deliver a flip while
on the move.

• Backdoor: If a defender has their feet higher than the offensive player, it is a trigger
for the player being overplayed to cut backdoor. Backdoor’s can be done on a
dribble-at or immediately when a player recognizes they are unavailable for a reversal
pass.
Post Entry

• Jet Cut: A violent cut to the basket immediately following a post entry. This is always
the first option on a post entry.

• Post Split: The player who enters the basketball to the post sets a screen away for
the perimeter player closest to them. This action will typically occur when the ball is
entered from the wing or the corner and they screen for the player at the slot or at the
top.
Ball Screen

• Keys for Ball Handler:
• SLOW DOWN. A Common problem for teams running ball screens tends to be
the patience of the ball handler. They need to allow the screener to get to the
screen and make contact with their defender.

• Set-up your defender. Bring him/her to the level of the screen. Then run your
defender off the screen clipping the screener’s hip with your shoulder.
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• When using a ball screen, the progression of reads for the ball handler is: me,
screener, help. Ball handlers have to look to score coming off the ball screen
first. Their second read is to hit the person who screened for them. The last part
is to recognize where help defense is coming from to find an open teammate.

• The basic options for the handler coming off the screen are: Reject (Diagram
37), Turn It (Diagram 38), Split (Diagram 39), and Bounce-Out (Diagram 40).

Diagram 37: Reject

Diagram 39: Split

Diagram 38: Turn It

Diagram 40: Bounce-Out

• Keys for Screener:
• Sprint to the screen and get set with a low, wide base.
• Read the defense. If the defense is hard hedging or jumping out ahead of the
screener, we look to Slip (Diagram 41) to space or Short Roll (Diagram 42).
We want to use the defense’s aggressiveness against them to create a 4 v 3
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advantage. Other options after the screen is set include a Roll (Diagram 43),
and a Pop (Diagram 44).

Diagram 41: Slip

Diagram 42: Short Roll

Diagram 43: Roll

Diagram 44: Pop

• On a middle ball screen, when the screener rolls or slips to the rim, the defense is
forced to rotate or will fall victim to a score at the rim. If the defense “tags” our roller
with a help defender, we want our ball handler to be able to hit the
“Shake” (Diagram 45) on the opposite side. This situation creates a closeout for the
shake or a post-up opportunity for the screener.
Diagram 45: Shake
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SECTION 3: PLAYER DEVELOPMENT ESSENTIALS

• In the Space & Attack offense we give players a great deal of freedom and space.
With that freedom & space, we must develop our players skill-sets to best use it.

• The individual skills we believe that are essential to be effective within the offense
are:

• Catch & Shoot: Each player in our offense is developed to shoot perimeter jump
shots when they have the space to do so.

• Finishing at the Rim: We work extensively on players being able to finish with
either hand, off either foot, on either side, and off one or two feet.

• Protection Plan: When players attack the rim, it’s essential that they have a plan
when they can’t get all the way to the basket. We use bounce-out dribbles, stride
stops, and jump stops.

• Passing: We teach players to pass with one and two hands. An analogy we use
to help our players visualize what a good pass looks like is, “throw strikes”. Like a
pitcher in baseball, we want to be within the strike zone of the teammate we are
passing the ball to.

• Secondary skills that we emphasize and teach within our player development time
are:

• Change of Speed/Change of Level: When working with players on ballhandling, we emphasize using a change of pace as well as helping them
understand how to use a change in body position to create separation or rock
their defender to sleep before attacking them.
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• “Chest Counter”: If a defender beats us to the spot and we see their chest in
front of us, we want players to have the ability to use a quick change of direction
while still facing the basket, i.e. behind the back or through the legs.

• Post Moves: Any player that frequently plays inside for us we will work more
extensively on post moves, but just as every player must be able to shoot, we
want every player to understand post moves as well. Many post moves we teach
are foundational footwork patterns that can be used in other areas of the floor.
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SECTION 4: DRILLS & BREAKDOWN

• As mentioned in the introduction, we primarily use a games approach to teach our
offense and any offensive skill.

• In a games-approach, we create conditions in a drill that contain context related to a
game and use constraints to guide and shape learning.

• Through a games-approach, we maximize the amount of repetitions that players are
exposed to in live-game situations by using small-sided games and modified full-court
games. Controlled scrimmages are used to best replicate the environment the game
is played in.

• When we use “on-air” drills (no defense), we use them to introduce or reinforce
technical habits and movements. Conceptual Drills can be used to decrease
complexity and aid in the learning process at times.
Advantage Games:

• We don’t begin by teaching players an offense, instead we begin by teaching players
the objective of our offense. On each offensive possession we have, we want to
create an advantage and turn it into a high-value shot.

• Every practice we run incorporates games that force players to make decisions in
advantage situations. Within these games, we teach and emphasize key concepts of
space and pace.

• An example of a small-sided advantage game we use would be Scramble (Diagram
45). In Scramble, the coach starts with the basketball with two to four defenders
jogging in a circle inside the paint. The coach can pass to any of the perimeter
players spaced behind the three-point line. On the pass, the defense is now in a
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closeout situation, which gives the offense an advantage to start the game. It’s up to
the offensive players to use or transfer that advantage for a high value shot.
Diagram 45: Scramble

• A concept we use to maximize individual skill repetitions while building complexity
within a drill are 1 v 1 Build-Ups. Chaser (Diagram 46 & 47) can be done as a 1 v 1
finishing drill as well as a starting point for a 2 v 2 through 5 v 5 drill. Coaches can
adjust the position of the cones to change the spots on the floor, as well as vary how
far apart the cones are to manipulate how big of an advantage the offense has.
Diagram 46: Chaser 1 v 1

Diagram 47: Chaser 3 v 3

• We enforce keeping an advantage through constraints. Some of the main constraints
we use when the offense starts with an advantage include:

• 1 Second Rule: Players must shoot, pass, or drive within a second of receiving
a pass. Holding the ball on the catch when we have an advantage allows the
defense to reset their “shell”. Our progression is always catch and shoot first, if
that’s not available then catch and drive or catch and reverse the ball.
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• Dribble vs Drive: If players take a dribble during an advantage, they must use it
to attack the hoop (drive). If they use more than two dribbles without moving
toward the rim, it results in a turnover.

• Spacing: Players must keep 10-12 feet of spacing amongst each other on the
perimeter. Penetration reaction concepts are huge part of spacing in advantage
situations as well.

• We use modified full-court games to emphasize playing with pace and and attacking
early in a possession. In each game, we reinforce key primary break concepts.

• Our favorite full-court advantage game is Blitz (Diagram 48A & 48B). Blitz is a
continuous transition game that gives the advantage to the offense to start the
possession.

• One team (we’ll call it Black) will start with the basketball behind half-court and
attack a defense on the other end. The offense (Black) will have an advantage of
one player (3 v 2) to start.

• Once Black crosses half-court, a player from the opposing team (Red) must run
and touch the center of the half-court circle and then sprint to defense. Upon a
basket or a change of possession, Black rotates out to their sideline. Red is now
attacking their basket- when they cross half-court, a player from Black must
sprint to the center of half-court onto defense.

• The drill is continuous until one team reaches a certain point total.
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Diagram 48A: Blitz

Diagram 48B: Blitz

• Another modified full-court game we use is Chaser (Diagram 49). Chaser starts
with two to five offensive players on the baseline with a defender lined up across
from each player at the free throw line extended. Whoever the coach passes the
ball to on offense, the defender across from them will run down and touch the
baseline before sprinting back to defense. We like to use a shot clock of 8-10
seconds to reinforce pace and attacking while we have the numbers advantage.
Diagram 49: Chaser
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Attacking a Neutral Defense:

• Players should now have an understanding of when the defense is in a scramble and
what situations are advantageous for us. They should understand what our offense is
trying to get to on each possession, which is an advantage that leads to a high value
shot.

• The next step is to move toward attacking a neutral defense- a defense that is set
and has their “shell” intact. In this state, we use actions to create an advantage.

• To teach our offensive actions, we use the Whole-Part-Whole method:
• Whole: Introduce the action via 5 v 5 guided defense. We prefer to do a
walkthrough with defense so players can see the action run in a context similar to
the game. This can be done for secondary actions and half-court actions.

• Part: Break down the action through small-sided games and conceptual drills.
Our most often used small-sided game is Cutthroat.

• Cutthroat can be played 2 v 2 through 5 v 5. Within the game, we use a
variety of constraints to create the conditions that will allow focus or
movement we want.

• We play make it-take it rules with a new defense always rotating in. If the
defensive gets a stop, they become the next offensive team. No “checks”
are needed, the player with the ball touches half-court and the action is live.

• Variations of Cutthroat that we use for Space & Attack include but are not
limited to:
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• Players are limited to movements on only 1/2 of the court, action starts
w/ a drag ball screen, action has to start with a post touch, action has to
start with a paint touch, all catches have to be outside of 3 w/ exception
of a backdoor cut for a basket.

• Many times the best way to play Cutthroat is to align players in part of your
offense and have them play out of that alignment w/ an action. As shown in
Diagram 50: Cutthroat, the offense starts at the slot, slot, and corner. The
action could begin with a slot to slot pass, a slot to wing pass, dribble-at, or
even a cut to initiate the live action.
Diagram 50: Cutthroat

• Whole: We are now playing 5 v 5. We like to do three possession scrimmages in
this part of the teaching process before moving to a full live scrimmage.

• In three possession scrimmages, the first possession starts in a half-court
situation. It could be a shell drill working on defensive concepts, or an
offensive advantage drill. Following the half-court possession, the game
flows into two full-court possessions down and back.

• Once the three possessions are complete, we reset with the team that
previously started on defense in the half-court becoming the offensive team
to start the possessions.
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Conceptual Drills:

• Conceptual drills can be a good way to introduce or reinforce movements and
concepts in a less complex environment.

• A drill such such as Fill Shooting (Diagram 51A & 51B) incorporates numerous
concepts. The player starting with the ball must penetrate and get to a jump stop or a
stride stop, make a pass, and then exit cut. The second player (shooter) must move
to an open window while maintaining the integrity of our spacing. Each player gets
their own rebound and moves to the opposite line.
Diagram 51A: Fill Shooting

Diagram 51B: Fill Shooting

• Coaches can use Conceptual Drills w/ any number of players to simulate their
actions. In Slice Shooting (Diagram 52A & 52B), we use three players. The drill
starts with a slot to slot pass and a cut through. Player 2 penetrates the triple gap and
kicks to Player 3 for a shot. Player 1 rotates to the “2-Line”, Player 2 rotates to the “3Line”, and Player gets their own rebound and rotates to the “1-Line”.
Diagram 52A: Slice Shooting

Diagram 52B: Slice Shooting
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SECTION 5: ZONE OFFENSE

• Zone offense takes on the same principles as our man to man offense. Our player’s
ability to create high value shots through space, pace, and flow remains unchanged.

• When playing against any zone, our first option is to beat the zone down the floor via
primary break. Players are still running their normal lanes to score while keeping our
spacing seamless and connected on each possession regardless of what the defense
is doing. If we read the defense is in zone, we then trigger our zone spacing and
movement principles that we can easily flow into.

• With skilled players, it’s our belief that the only way a zone hurts us is if we settle for
tough shots and stop attacking. If we play from the inside-out and attack the teeth of
the zone through dribble penetration & purposeful cuts, we will in turn produce the
high value shots we want in our offense.

1-Front Zone:

• Against any 1-front zone (1-3-1, 1-2-2) we start with a 2-1-2 Alignment (Diagram 53)
and have the post occupy the nail area if the ball is in the slot and Dive (Diagram 54)
to the short corner area on a pass to the wing or corner. On a pass back to the slot,
the post looks to flash back to the nail area.
Diagram 53: 2-1-2 Alignment

Diagram 54: Dive
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• When playing teams who extend their zone, our corner players must move up to the
wings and be available. If the ball does go the wing/corner against a 1-front zone, the
post dives and then we have an Opposite Slot Flash (Diagram 55) to the middle of
the floor. On a pass back to the slot, we Re-Space (Diagram 56). The opposite
corner fills the slot and the player who previously flashed to the middle fills the
opposite corner to resume our spacing.
Diagram 55: Opposite Slot Flash

Diagram 56: Re-Space

2-Front Zone:

• Against any 2-front zone we either start with a 2-1-2 Alignment and flow into a 1-3-1
Alignment (Diagram 57) or we immediately get set into a 1-3-1 Alignment and attack
from there. In our 1-3-1, we are looking to pass to the Short Corner (Diagram 58)
and get a middle dive or a skip pass that creates a long closeout from the defense.
Anytime the ball hits the short corner or the middle of the floor, we are looking to
attack and force closeouts.
Diagram 57: 1-3-1 Alignment

Diagram 58: Short Corner
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• On any pass from the top to the wing, guards have freedom to interchange on the
backside. Another action we will use at times is “Flare” (Diagram 59).
Diagram 59: Flare

• We have two entries out of a 2-1-2 Alignment that we use to move the 2-front zone
before attacking. Inside Fist (Diagram 60A & 60B) has the ability to open up a 2 v 1
on the backside of the zone if the ball handler is able to draw the top two defenders. If
we don’t get a shot from the corner, we Re-Space (Diagram 61) to 1-3-1 Alignment
by sending a cutter to the short corner and flashing the post to the middle.
Diagram 60A: Inside Fist

Diagram 60B: Inside Fist

Diagram 61: Re-Space

• We also like Empty (Diagram 62A & 62B) as a means to get the defense moving
before flowing into our 1-3-1 Alignment.
Diagram 62A: Empty

Diagram 62B: Empty
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SECTION 6: PRESS ATTACK

• To simplify our press attack, we space our players in the same alignment to receive
the inbound regardless of the type of pressure (Diagram 63: Press Attack Inbound).
Diagram 63: Press Attack Inbound

• When the ball is inbounded, much like our zone offense, we space the court with the
opposing alignment to the opponent’s pressure. if an opponent goes to a 1-front
press, we go to a 2-Front Press Attack (Diagram 64). If they use a 2-front press, we
use a 1-Front Press Attack (Diagram 65).
Diagram 64: 2-Front Press Attack

Diagram 65: 1-Front Press Attack
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• If the ball is being trapped, we move to open windows and form a Diamond
(Diagram 66) with one player ahead of the ball, behind the ball, and in the middle of
the floor.
Diagram 66: Diamond

• If a team is playing heavy man to man pressure, we will have one of our players
stand at half court and set a Flat Screen (Diagram 67) for the ball handler to use.
Diagram 67: Flat Screen
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CENTER OFFENSE

• The Center Offense is designed as a complementary series of actions based out of a
5-out alignment. Actions within this series are all based on simple reads, which make
it unpredictable and hard to guard.

• The offense can flow into its 5-out spacing via transition or from a motion entry out of
a 4-out 1-in alignment. It can flow back into either alignment following the actions as
well.
SECTION 1: OFFENSIVE FRAMEWORK

• The starting point for “Center” Offense is in the middle of the floor at either the nail
area or the top of the key, we call this the center (Diagram 1: Center).

• When the ball is centered, we have two “pairs” on each side (Diagram 2: Paired
Sides). We can make a call for the action to begin on the strong-side (where the ball
came from) or the weak-side. Another option is to let the ball talk and wherever the
player w/ the ball looks is the side that initiates the action.
Diagram 1: Center

Diagram 2: Paired Sides

• The paired action will have a first cutter, who is the decision-maker in the paired
action. The second cutter reads the first cutter and does the opposing action. The first
cutter could be the screener if they decide to slip, otherwise the first cutter is usually
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the person receiving the screen. If the first cutter slips, curls, or cuts to the basket, the
second cutter must pop to maintain spacing (Diagram 3: Paired Action).
Diagram 3: Paired Action

• Some of the options out of our paired action include Pin-Down (Diagram 4), Flare
(Diagram 5).
Diagram 4: Pin-Down

Diagram 5: Flare

• Generally speaking we want a cutter going to the basket and clearing opposite, but if
the defense is going underneath on a pin-down, we can pop the first cutter and post
the second cutter. We call this Pin & Post (Diagram 6).
Diagram 6: Pin & Post
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• The result of the paired action when a cutter goes through is an empty side for a 2man game w/ the player possessing the ball and the second cutter. Follow (Diagram
7), Flip (Diagram 8), Backdoor (Diagram 9), and Slice (Diagram 10) are all options
that can occur out of the 2-man game.
Diagram 7: Follow

Diagram 9: Backdoor

Diagram 8: Flip

Diagram 10: Slice

• Other actions we can get when the ball is centered are Backdoor (Diagram 11) or a
Flip (Diagram 12).
Diagram 11: Backdoor

Diagram 12: Flip
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• A Backdoor flows into a 2-Man Game, while a Flip allows for a roll from the
passer, creating an alignment similar to a middle ball screen.
Initiating the Action

• There are various ways we can get the ball centered and start the action. In a
transition with no rim-runner, the last player can trail to the center spot and we can
flow right into our action (Diagram 13: Trail).
Diagram 13: Trail

• Out of a 4-out 1-in alignment we can Flash (Diagram 14) the post to the center. A key
when the post flashes is they have to step into & over their defender before cutting to
the top.
Diagram 14: Flash

• If teams are overplaying the initial pass to the center, we can also run an entry to get
the ball to our center spot.
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• One entry we use is “54” (Diagram 15A & 15B), which has the 5 screen for the 4
and then pop back toward the ball. After 1 enters to 5, he cuts hard to balance the
floor and get two paired sides.
Diagram 15A: “54”

Diagram 15B: “54”

• 54 can also be run out of a 5-out alignment (Diagram 15C).
Diagram 15C: “54”

• If we want a wing to get the ball at the TOK we can call “Loop” (Diagram 16). It’s
crucial that the wing cutting to the center seals their defender before receiving the
basketball. As the wing loops to the ball, the 5 clears to the corner that the wing just
vacated.
Diagram 16: “Loop”
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• “Jet” (Diagram 17A-D), is another entry we use that starts with a pass to the wing.
The entry works best from a 4-out 1-in alignment.

• Following the entry pass, the interior player sets a back screen for the passer.
The ball gets reversed back to the interior player who pops after their back
screen. Following the reversal, we set a pin-down from the wing. Our screener
dives to the basket and goes through, leaving a 2-man game on one side.

Diagram 17A: “Jet”

Diagram 17B: “Jet”

Diagram 17C: “Jet”

Diagram 17D: “Jet”

• As a coach, you can be creative in your use of actions or entries to get the ball
centered, but the key is to maintain flow both into and back out of the action.
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SECTION 2: PRINCIPLES OF ACTION

• Outside of the principles we introduced in Space & Attack, the Center Offense
incorporates a higher volume of off-ball screens. As we mentioned before, it’s
imperative that players not only understand WHAT the actions are in our offense, but
the principles involved within each action.
Off-Ball Screens

• Types of Off-Ball Screen:
• Pin-Down: A screen set when the screener is moving toward the basket. The
defender has vision of the screen occurring. Typically executed by a wing/slot
player screening for a player in the corner.

• Back-Screen: A screen set when the screener is moving away from the basket.
Their butt is typically facing the hoop. The defender does not have vision of the
screen coming. Typically set by an interior player for a player on the perimeter, or
a player in the deep corner for a player on the wing/slot. Excellent screen to use
and emphasize against pressure.

• Flare: A screen set when the screener has their butt facing the sideline or toward
the intersection of the baseline and sideline. Can easily be flipped into a backscreen based on how the defense is playing. This is a great screen against
teams who play zone as well teams who play “heavy” in the gaps.

• On any off-ball screen, we like to have one player cut to the basket and one player
pop to the perimeter for spacing purposes. After a player cuts toward the basket, they
don’t have to stay inside, they can continue their cut or exit back to space, but we’re
always looking to send one player on to the rim to put pressure on the defense.
Diagrams 18-21 are some examples of two player actions out of a Pin-Down.
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Diagram 18: Reject/Pop

Diagram 19: Curl/Pop

Diagram 20: Pop/Dive

Diagram 21: Screener Slip/Pop

• If the defense is switching off-ball screens, the screener should be looking to slip. The
other option is for the screener to screen their own defender as opposed to their
teammate’s defender.

• Keys for the Receiver of the Screen:
• Set-up your cut before the screen arrives. On the set-up, change speeds and
directions. Win the battle of the feet.

• When using the screen, it’s better to come off it late than come off too early. Wait
until screener has their feet set before coming off (unless you reject).

• Read your defender, not the ball as your coming off the screen.
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• Keys for the Screener:
• Sprint to your screen and when you get there, jump stop & find a body to make
contact with.

• Read the defense and your partner, perform the opposite action of your partner if
they use your screen.
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SECTION 3: DRILLS & BREAKDOWN

• Conceptual Drills
• Paired Shooting (Diagram 22A & 22B) needs at least six players and four
basketballs. There will be two passing lines at the center & at a slot. Two other
players will be initiating an action on a side from the slot and the corner.

• Paired Shooting teaches the concept of first and second cutters. The coach gives
an action to complete. The players perform the action and they both get shot
attempts. In Diagram 22A, the players execute a pin-down curl & pop. In
Diagram 22B, the players execute a flare action.

• One passing line is always passing the ball to the person cutting to the basket,
the other line is always passing the ball to the player popping out. Both players
get their own rebounds and go to the back of the passing lines.
Diagram 22A: Paired Shooting

Diagram 22B: Paired Shooting

• In 2-Man Breakdown (Diagram 23A & 23B), one player starts on the low wing
area, the other player starts at the top of the key w/ a line of the rest of the players
behind him. In this drill we work on backdoors, flips, follow, and slice actions. The
person who shoots gets their own rebound and rotates to the back of the passing
line. The passer moves to the low wing and is the next shooter.
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Diagram 23A: 2-Man Breakdown

Diagram 23B: 2-Man Breakdown

• Small-Sided Games
• 3 v 3 Center (Diagram 24) is a small-sided game where players must start on
one half of the floor with the ball centered. Once one of our initial actions occurs,
the game is live and the whole court can be used. We play Cutthroat Rules.
Diagram 24: 3 v 3 Center

• During 2 v 2 on a Side (Diagram 25), we block off 1/4 of the court and have
players play 2 v 2 working on actions they worked on in the 2-Man Breakdown.
Diagram 25: 2 v 2 On a Side
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